
 
SATURDAY 28TH July  

Hall  Chapel Shala Fire Circle  Greenspace  Woodland Stage  

 9.30-10.30am Plant Based Eating 
Made Simple: 5 Easy Steps  

Hari Kalymnios 
Too many conflicting messages out there.      
Too complicated? 801010, Vegan, Raw,     
Paleo? Whatever you eating style or      
beliefs, in this talk learn a simple way to         
approach food to leave you energised,      
healthy and vibrant for the rest of your life.  
 

 
 

 11.00am - 12.00pm  Sugar Free 
Satisfaction 

Jo Hodson 
Tips and hacks for creativity kitchen treats       
free from refined sugar. 

 
 

 12.30 - 1.30pm Raw Chocolate 
Demo 

Jacques Coopes  
Master chocolatier will share some of his       
secrets to creating mouth watering raw      

vegan chocolate. With tasting!   
 
 

2.00 - 3.00pm The Healing Power 
of Plant Based Living Foods 

Jill Swyers  
"Living Foods for Health" 

Jill Swyers will explain why Plant Based       
Living Foods are such a powerhouse of       
Nutrition; how they benefit us directly; how       
they impact our health and longevity in       
such a positive way and why the gradual        
“One Step at a Time with Guidance”       
approach works so well. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 9.30-10.30am 23 Years Raw 
Vegan  

Chris Kennett  
Chris has been raw vegan for 23       
years and will shares his ups and       
downs of experimenting on various     
degrees of a Raw Vegan Diet. 

 
 
 

11.00am - 12.00pm In My Heart I 
Know  

Gaia Rose  
Gaia Rose will be sharing teachings from       
her latest book ‘In My Heart I Know’ where         
she shares spiritual, as well as some       
science aspects together, alongside her     
own life’s experiences, to prove just how       
incredible the great intelligence within our      
heart truly is; It is the source of all healing          
, empowerment, and courage. 
 
 

 
 12.30 - 1.30pm  

Raw Food & Spirituality 
Gabriela Lerner 

Are raw food and spirituality connected? How       
can we harness the high vibration of raw food         
to awaken and make spirituality a way of life.         
In this talk, Gabriela will share with you, for         
the first time, her own awakening and how        
she came out of the ‘spiritual closet’.  
 
 

2.00 - 3.00pm Radiant Circuits 
activation for greater health and 

joy - with Eden Energy 
Medicine  

Anastasia Aleksejeva 
The Radiant Circuits are subtle energy flows       
that can activate inner joy as well as the inner          
physician, which then continues to do the work        
of inner healing and balancing. Learn how to        
access this “extraordinary” energy to open our       
hearts, remove fear, infuse hope and foster       
healing 

 
 
 
 

9.30-10.30am Kundalini Yoga and 
meditation for breaking food 

addictions  
Victoria Amore  

Take control of your choices! - Experience       
the healing power of Kundalini Yoga and       
break addictive patterns and destructive     
behaviour. Come ready to move, breathe,      
chant and meditate. Let's do this together       
and be free!  
 
 

 
11.00am - 12.00pm  Chakra Flow - 

Slow Glow  
Emma Leaf  

Lets radiate & celebrate our Energy Body,       
deepen our awareness, Yoga and vital      
health. We will be flowing through our       
asana with all the chakras, learning the       
power of these ancient wheels of light       
within us. Exploring Pranayama, Mantra     
and Mudra also. Light Up! 

 
 
 

 12.30 - 1.30pm  
Juicy Vinyasa Flow  

Sanne Sapphire Storm  
Start your weekend with a hot, dynamic       
vinyasa flow. Here we will perform a moving        
meditation where movement and breath are      
synchronised to create a flowing practice.      
Enjoy a rigorous and energizing sequence      
that will challenge and work your body. 

  
 
 

2.00 - 3.00pm Sri Sri Yoga and 
Meditation  

Hina Pancholi  
A complete yoga discipline, Sri Sri Yoga       
harmonises the body, breath & mind to help        
improve the quality of daily living. To enrich        
physical, emotional and spiritual well-being.     
A unique opportunity to recharge yourself,      
explore your potential and experience the      
bliss! 
 

 
 

 9.30-10.30am  Chakra Balancing 
(Lemuria Rising) 
Nicola Gibbons  

This workshop is for relaxation and      
balancing the chakras. Nicola is from New       
Zealand and has been hosting groups      
around the globe. She channels Lemurian      
Light Language, Songs and Sound Healing,      
to calm the nervous system and activate       
the DNA.  
 
 
 
11.00am - 12.00pm  Healing Cancer 
through Veganism, self-love & 

the power of belief 
Jem Ayres 

Join her as she takes you through a joyful         
and exciting journey of terminal cancer      
recovery, including veganism,   
manifesting, tantra, pleasure, cannabis    
alongside traditional medicine. 
 

 12.30 - 1.30pm  
Clearing, balancing and 

strengthening the Chakras  
Hansika Pandya 

Chakras that plays a specific role in       
supporting and governing the functioning     
of your physical body and its organs and        
each chakra also helps influence different      
hormones. 

 
 
 

2.00-3.00pm The Plant Spirit Of 
Tulsi  

(Sacred Basil) 
Suneet Goomer 

Understand plant consciousness by    
connecting to the Spirit of Tulsi (Sacred       
Basil) through shamanic journey and     
flower essence, a plant which teaches us       
about our god/goddess aspect, devotional     
love and of all aspects of the soul – soul          
purpose, soul contracts, soul retrieval,     
past lives.  
 
 
 
 
 

 9.30-10.30am  Energising Qi Gong  
Claudia Cahalane 

Give your energetic body a full work out.        
We'll do simple, gentle meditative     
movements. 
 

 

11.00am - 12.00pm  Awaken the 
waters within  
Darren Brock  

To educate and raise awareness on the       
importance of water that we use and put        
into or bodies. Discussing the truth on Tap        
and bottled waters and filter systems.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
12.30-1.30pm  

The Beginner's Survival Guide 
to Veganism  

Edward Daniel  
For those who are curious about      
veganism and how to start. Learn about       
how easy it is to find protein, the        
importance of Vitamin B12 and Omega 3       
and rising above the taunts as you come        
out as a vegan.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2.00-3.00pm   Solar Nutrition - the 
most natural way to eat 

Anshu Hobden 
You will learn about the natural principles       
of Solar Nutrition based on the daily       
cycles of the sun and to identify what to         
eat in three different time zones in order to         
optimise your digestion and energy levels.      
This is an intuitive approach to health       
which will blow you away! 

 

Used for Music & a Meeting point for 
walks and woodland workshops  

 
9am-9.30am MUSIC 

 ANDY PRINCE 
 

 
11.00am-12.00pm  

Cacao visioning workshop  
Lisa Fearon (meet then go to the 

healing garden)  
Lisa will guide you in your visualisation, to        
gain insight and clarity, expanding your      
mind towards YOUR improved future!     
Transformational work with cacao to     
empower people to remember how strong      
and powerful they are. 
 

 
 

1.30- 2.00pm MUSIC  
Emma Lauson  

 
 

2.00-3.00pm Write to Ignite - 
Crafting to Future 

(Meet then go into the woods)  
Hart Floe Poet 

Now we have cleared our past out of        
our way, we take the same tool and        
look at how it can be used like a         
paintbrush to paint new futures for      
ourselves. This is a session designed      
to inspire and excite you into writing       
your way to the future of your most        
wildest imaginings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

3.30-4.30pm 
 The Fast Way to Health: 

understanding the various forms 
of fasting  

Loren Lockman 
25.5 million other species fast when they       
need to cleanse or heal and there's no        
more powerful way for us to get out of the          
body's way. Loren will explain how fasting       
works and why and will the differences       
between water fasting, dry fasting, and      
intermittent fasting. 

 
 
 
 
 

5.00-6.00pm  
Natural Immunity For The Whole 

Family 
Juliette Bryant 

In this session Juliette will explore natural       
ways to support the bodies immune system.       
She will look at how food can be instrumental         
in this process and fun ways to get the whole          
family engaged 
 

 
6.15-7.15pm  

Living Well in a Toxic World 
Samantha Vale Noya 

Essential Oils For a Clean, Happy, and       
Healthy Home. Around 85,000 chemicals     
have been introduced into our     
environment in the last 50-100 years. Our       
indoor environment is estimated to be two       
to five times more toxic than our outdoor        
environment! Learn how to detox your      
home with the top 10 most versatile       
essential oils; from cleaning your kitchen      
sink to cleaning your teeth, there’s a       
natural solution for all your home needs!  

 
 
 
 

3.30-4.30pm  
Become the Hero of Your Story 

David Saville & 
Richi Watson  

Is it time to change your story? Join two of          
the UK's most effective transformation     
facilitators for a deeply empowering     
session which will help you go beyond the        
patterns that have held you back from       
experiencing the freedom and the life you       
yearn for.  

 
 

 
 
 

5.00-6.00pm  
Mushrooms and Tea! 

Rich Enion  
Thousands of years traditional use and      
now decades of studies, can you even       
imagine the possibilities that these     
beautiful gifts from nature offer us? Come       
and join Rich on a tasty exploration of        
these life enhancing beauties! 

 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 

3.30-4.30pm  
Kung Fu Animal Yoga for 

Warriors  
Hari Kalymnios 

In this strong but accessible yoga class we        
will be fusing together yoga, martial arts       
elements, primal pattern movements and     
animal flow to create a dynamic, flowing       
and fun class. Be prepared to sweat, fall        
and laugh.  

 
 

 
 

5.00- 6.00 pm  
Aroma Yoga  

Samantha Vale Noya  
Come and immerse your senses in the       
healing power of yoga combined with      
aromatherapy. Be prepared for movement     
and stillness, stretching and    
strengthening, creating space in body and      
mind, and an aromatic love affair with a        
selection of divine therapeutic grade     
essential oils!  

  
 
  
  

 6.30-8.00pm  
 Sound Bath  

Sound Immersion in union with 
the land  

 Butterfly Wheel  

 
 
 

3.30-4.30pm  Ayurveda, India's 
natural science of healing 

Hina Pancholi 
Currently the interest of Ayurveda has      
been increasing throughout Europe and     
UK with Health conscious individuals,     
Yoga & meditation enthusiasts. Research     
bodies such as 'Cancer Research UK'      
have also recognised Ayurveda as a      
complementary alternative therapy. 

 
 

 
 
 

5.00-6.00pm Wild Food Demo  
Theresa Webb 

From wild foods picked from the foraging       
walk, Theresa Webb will show you how to        
make simple and delicious recipes from      
simple wild foods.  
 
 
 

6.30-7.30pm Life Enhancing 
Meditations blended with Love 

and Gratitude 
Karen Skehel 

The inner experiences of love, connection,      
inner peace, inspiration, happiness, joy,     
fun, passion, ease, flow, self-belief,     
inner-confidence, empowerment,  
grounded-ness, intuition, safety, healing,    
manifestation, balance, and/or being    
conscious (and the list can go on). 

 
 
 

10.00pm-10.30pm 
Neill Catt MUSIC  

  
  

 

 
 
 

3.30-4.30pm ACRO YOGA 
(beginners) 

Emma Leaf 
Warm up with partner yoga and a       
delicious shavasan. Then learn the bird,      
straddle throne, candlestick, whale,    
throne, back bird and enjoy the power of        
acroyoga.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

5.30-6.30pm  
Calming Qi Gong  
Claudia Cahalane 

Give your energetic body a full work out.        
We'll do simple, gentle meditative     
movements and some which can be done       
with higher intensity for a more physical       
work out.  
 

 

 
 

8.00pm - 10.00pm  
 Ecstatic Dance  
Benjamin Crystal  

During the journey participants intuitively     
connect with oneness and experience     
ways of naturally accessing higher     
consciousness. The focused intention and     
dynamic energy is channelled into     
healing, transformative & fun dance     
experience. 

  
  
  

 
 

3.30-4.30pm 
Wild Food Foraging Walk for 
families (meet and then go on the 

walk) 
Theresa Webb  

Explore the bounty to behold in a       
seasonal tour around the Raw Fest      
site area & pick your own wild green        
salad! Theresa's Top Ten edible     
'weeds'!  

 
 
 

4.30pm-5.30pm  
Cacao visioning workshop  

Lisa Fearon  
(meet then go to the healing garden)  

Lisa will guide you in your visualisation, to        
gain insight and clarity, expanding your      
mind towards YOUR improved future!     
Transformational work with cacao. 
 
 
 

4.00-5.00pm  
Native American Flute Workshop 

in the woods   
Belen Prado  

This workshop is an introduction to the       
Native American flute for completely     
beginners. You will learn the basic things to        
play the flute like scale, rhythm and some        
simple effects.  
 
 

6.30-7.00pm MUSIC  
Catherine & Dietmar  

 
7.00-8.00pm MUSIC  
SCOTT & MARIA 

 


